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(JUD) 

PRAY 

Well, after 5 weeks of discussion we have finally reached what will PROVE to be the conclusion of our 

study of the BOOK of JUDE. 

A book where we have LEARNED the following: 

(First) we have learned that WHAT JUDE is attempting to DO in penning this LETTER (in the first place) is 

passionately appeal to every truly Christian member of Christ’s church to take up of spiritual arms and 

enter into the WAR for the CHRISTIAN FAITH that is raging around them---which means (then) THAT THIS 

is the theme of the BOOK…IT IS… 

A Passionate Appeal To Every Member Warfare 

A call to you and me TO (as he says in verse 3) “contend for the faith once for all handed down to the 

saints” 

AND in that VEIN (then) the REMAINING VERSES serve AS THE instruction TO how (EXACTLY) we do that. 

---OR (better yet) what is REQUIRED of US –TO DO THAT 

AND THERE are 4 total INSTRUCTIONS he gives to US (in regard to that very thing)---2 we have ALREADY 

discussed –which are: 

1.  “Every Member Warfare” requires correct identification of the enemy (4-16). 



And that enemy (as we have discussed over and over—and seen the evidence of in verses 4 through 16) 

IS marked out most clearly BY one thing –AND that one thing is a preaching and propagating of a false 

GOSPEL message 

A message which (as Jude says in verse 4) “perverts the grace of God into sensuality and denies our only 

Master and Lord Jesus Christ.” 

A GOSPEL (then) which says that being a CHRISTIAN does not require (it “denies”) the need to submit to 

Christ (as “Master and Lord”) in order to be saved—But teaches that WHAT I do after I put faith in HIM 

really doesn’t matter…I can live whatever way I feel (which is the idea behind this word “sensuality) 

because it will not ultimately AFFECT my (“gained by faith”) right/JUST standing with GOD. 

This is what MOST marks out the FT’s and enemies of the Christian FAITH we are to be fighting HARD 

(and speaking out against).  

This is HOW we identify them (and what is required first of US in this spiritual battle for the FAITH—

since you can’t fight what you haven’t first identified)… 

(which brings US (then to what we discussed last week—the secondly requirement which is…) 

2. “Every Member Warfare” requires maintaining our own justification before God (17-21). 

And that B/C (as we discussed), in spiritual warfare, the soldier is only as good on the battlefield as his 

character is (off it)… 

IOW:  the maintaining OF our right/just standing WITH GOD is directly related to our effectiveness 

against the enemy (and for the Christian Faith)…  

And (as I stated last week) THAT may be something that you have NEVER heard before… 

THAT what we have gained by FAITH in Jesus Christ (i.e. JUSTIFICATION—or a just/right standing before 

GOD) –is something we MUST “maintain”… 

OR (as I stated last week)…WE GAIN JUSTIFICATION by FAITH , but WE MUST (then) MAINTAIN it thru 

FAITHFULNESS. 

That MAY be NEW to you (something you have never HEARD before)… 



It is (however) what the BIBLE teaches from Genesis to REVELATION…the gaining of our just/right 

standing with (our justification) by faith (and faith alone)—and the maintaining (then) of what was 

gained thru faithfulness… 

(BTW) understanding this distinction (between gaining and maintaining) CLEARS UP all of the problems 

and confusion WHICH exist in people’s thinking REGARDING how the BIBLE (on one hand) can teach that 

we are “justified by faith---and not by works” (as Paul states in Rom 3:28)---AND YET James (in Jam 2:24) 

can say (on the other hand) that “a person is justified by works and not faith alone”. 

--BECAUSE one is speaking of GAINING (Paul in Romans 3)) and the other—maintaining (James in James 

2)…. 

We GAIN a GRACIOUS and JUSTIFIED standing/state before GOD—only by believing/trusting in the 

SACRIFICE of the Lord Jesus Christ…(that is what Paul is saying) BUT (as James communicates)—if we 

want to continue in that state (so as to one day realize the joys of heaven and hear those words, “well 

done thou good and faithful servant”) we must maintain that state/standing through faithfulness for the 

rest of our lives… 

AND THIS (then) is WHAT JUDE is speaking TO in verses 17 through 21 as KEY (also) to effective warfare 

for the FAITH: our faithfulness to maintain what we have gained---something we do BY practicing the 

spiritual disciplines of meditating on what we have been told in God’s Word, growing in our 

understanding of God’s Word, praying according to God’s Word, submitting in obedience to God’s Word 

and persevering to the end in that obedience.  THAT (then) is what those VERSES are all about: they are 

about this PARADIGM SHIFT of maintaining Our JUSTIFICATION (for the purpose of–among other things--

- being effective in the warfare we have been called to)… 

AND the REASON I call that a “paradigm shift” is NOT because of the connection between these two 

things (our standing with God and ability in the battlefield for Him)---BUT the TRUTH (itself) about 

having to MAINTAIN our JUSTIFICATION (and what happens if we don’t—which is –WE LOSE it—

something else we discussed last week)… 

BOTH of those THINGS (Beloved) should BE HUGE PARADIGM SHIFTS for you (in your thinking)… 

Though this may NOT be the first time you have heard ABOUT it (since many of you have heard me 

speak of it before)—it NONETHELESS (I guarantee) is DIFFERENT than what you thought (before that)… 



AND if you don’t REALIZE that----THEN you don’t understand one of two things: 

Either you don’t understand (at all) what I am talking about when I speak of maintaining or losing our 

justification (you might even think I am speaking of losing your salvation—which is the furthest thing 

from the truth) –OR---you do understand what I am saying—BUT do not GRASP the fact that THE 

MAJORITY of Christianity (today) DOES NOT acknowledge/believe (or teach) this TRUTH…(and so think 

you have always believed this). 

THIS (is however)—as I already said—a HUGE PARADIGM shift---a BIG DIFFERENCE from what you have 

heard –or will in most churches—including Reformed ones (like this one)… 

MOST (unfortunately) believe what the FT’S of the Scriptures (have always believed)—and that is ONCE 

a person is “justified” before GOD (i.e. placed in a right standing with Him)—there is nothing they need 

to do to maintain it (other than continue to have faith)—AND—there is nothing they could ever do (or 

NOT do) to lose it.  They are eternally secure in their justification the moment they receive it. 

And the REASON I say this is the position of the FT’s throughout the Scriptures is b/c it was just as true of 

the False Teachers (the false prophets) of the OT—as it is the NEW.  In the OT, they taught the Jews that 

once they were in covenant relationship with GOD…in right standing with God…under the blood of His 

atoning sacrifice…they were okay—and they were under no obligation to maintain that state—nor any 

fear of losing it…(which is why God judges and puts the Jews into the cruel bondage of pagan nations 

over and over again)—because they listened to this FALSE GOSPEL message---And (again) the same is 

being TAUGHT TODAY (as true under the NT—or NC)—that our JUSTIFICATION gained by faith is not 

something we need to worry about maintaining through faithful obedience.  Rather GOD has secured us 

in that state/standing NO matter what we do after we have received it… 

WHICH is why I told you also LAST week—that to DENY faithful obedience to Christ as LORD/MASTER as 

necessary to receiving Him as savior (which again is the HALLMARK of the FT’s message) is equally a 

denial of the need to maintain our JUSTIFICATIN (since that is what such obedience serves—not to earn 

our justification—but to maintain it—to maintain what was gained only by grace through faith)… 

WHICH MEANS that in fighting THIS WAR---we need to DO more than JUST worry abou these things for 

ourselves---But also others… 

WE (iow) need to be  HELPING others to understand this need to maintain (as well)—which brings us 

(then) our new material and third requirement… 



3.  “Every Member Warfare” requires salvaging the justification of others. 

Because the FT’s preach this false gospel message which does not require maintenance of our 

justification through faithful obedience to God and His Word---what inevitably will HAPPEN—is there 

will be people who will listen (even Christians) and as a result—will eventually go back to practicing their 

old sinful ways AND lose their right standing with GOD---they will LOSE their JUSTIFICATION (think again 

on Peter’s words in 2Pe 2:18-22—“having escaped this world, they are again entangled and their last 

STATE is worst than their first…they are like dogs returning to their vomit”).    

In light of that (then)—and the fact that in any WAR the minimization of causalities is always KEY to 

success, JUDE tells us that it IS UP TO US (to be the spiritual medics of the battlefield) who strengthen or 

restore their relationship with GOD—who stabilize or regain their JUSTIFICATION. 

(22-23)  

These verses are essentially the SPIRITUAL TRIAGE of the BIBLE.  And like many of the TRIAGE systems 

used today on battlefields all over the world---THE ONE given to us (here) by JUDE (for our BATTLE) 

contains 3 LEVELS of urgency: 

3.1 LEVEL 1 = DOUBTING 

(22) “mercy on those who doubt” = Individuals who are now “doubting” what they believed before (i.e. 

the true gospel) message and considering as legitimate the message taught by the FT’s ( one offering 

them and easier form of Christianity—one with greater “freedom” -2Pe 2:19).  Those individuals we 

must show “mercy” to—i.e. love them by attempting to show them the error and danger of their 

thinking and get them back on the right track (in re: to the gospel and their salvation). 

*Clearly this is how JUDE is using “mercy” here since this is HOW it is being used in the previous verse 

(21-“waiting for the mercy of our Lord Jesus Christ that leads to eternal life.”).  

The people who fit INTO this FIRST LEVEL of TRUAMA:  Those in the church WHO are considering the 

false gospel of easy believism)—who are beginning to DOUBT LORD BEFORE SAVIOR---who are starting 

to think obedience is NICE but not truly NECESSARY.  Jude is telling US that we need to REACH OUT to 

them and HELP them GET BACK on track before they are DUPED into believing what will ultimately cause 

them to LOSE their JUST/RIGHT standing before GOD and shipwreck the souls …which is what those in 

the NEXT LEVEL of TRAUMA have done…  



3.2 LEVEL 2 = DUPED 

This is WHERE all those who continue to listen to the ELQUENT words and siren songs of the FT’s –rather 

than being reconciled to the SCRIPTURE—END UP… 

They end DUPED into believing their FALSE GOSPEL of ANTI-LORDSHIP.. 

Which MEANS they ARE ONE STEP closer to LOSING their JUSTIFICATION before GOD… 

In the words of the PREVIOUS verse—they are failing to “keep themselves in the love of GOD”… 

OR (in the words of JUDE from verse 23) They NEED to be “snatched from the fire”…  

This (then) is SECOND level TRIAGE in the battlefield… 

AND  therefore (also) where JUDE says we are to attempting to salvage individuals WHOSE just/right 

standing is IN DIRE JEOPARDY…  

WE are to (23)-“save others snatching them from the fire” 

“fire” is NOT where they ARE currently AT—but it is WHERE they are HEADED due to the fact that THEY 

are NOW more than just doubting—THEY are truly DUPED into believing what the FT are teaching! 

“fire” is (of course) a REFERENCE to GOD’S wrath or JUDGMENT (since this is the only WAY it is USED in 

the BIBLE when referring to spiritual things)… 

Which MEANS what else JUDE is clearly referring to IS a place outside JUSTIFICATION—since hardly 

would we ever say that a person is under God’s fiery wrath—YET justified! 

THIS (again) then is the DANGEROUS place these individuals are HEADED for (and why we must be 

willing to save them by “snatching” them! 

 This (BTW) is a very interesting word in the original language—SINCE in every context it used it ALWAYS 

communicates actions which are more forceful than suggestive (ex. Mat 11:12)---and so it is HERE. 

WHICH MEANS that AT this point (because of the URGENCY and danger of the situation this person is 

in)—our approach is far more forceful---i.e. we go from calm -corrective discipleship (the actions of the 

previous level) to STRONG-ASSERTIVE warning and pleading. And that because we DO NOT want them 

to enter into (if they haven’t already) the final TRAUMATIC level…(which is)… 



3.3 LEVEL 3 = DEFILED 

(22-23)--“to others show mercy with fear, hating even the garment DEFILED by the flesh” = This 

represents the person WHO has been more than JUST duped into THINKING the false gospel (of “do 

anything you want because it ultimately doesn’t affect your justification” ) is CORRECT---BUT is NOW 

also being consistent (with such thinking in their practice)…WHICH MEANS they are living VERY  lives of 

sensuality and licentiousness JUDE warns OF in verse 4… 

Which MEANS (also) their spiritual situation is BEYOND CRITICAL—The CANCER caused by embracing the 

FALSE GOSPEL has NOW metastasized and spread its poison throughout their LIFE…(infecting  and 

AFFECTING every area). 

*This is (btw) its NATURAL course of false theology (2Ti 2:17) 

**This is the course of sin (in general) (Jam 1:13-15) 

Which is why (then) JUDE’S prescribed course of ACTION is “mercy with fear, hating even the garment 

defiled by the flesh”. 

The word for “garment” (here) is citw,n ---which refers to the piece of clothing worn closest to the skin 

(the undergarment—or tunic). 

This WAS garment which we are told in the gospels THAT the soldiers cast lots for in relation to JESUS… 

It is ALSO what ONE would disrobe DOWN TO before entering into the waters of BAPTISM---which is 

WHAT (I believe) JUDE is getting At (here)… 

To “hate” this GARMENT means that THE BAPTISM of this PERSON is NO longer recognized… 

DUE to the “defilement of the flesh” (which is just another way of referring to sin in the bible)… 

DUE to this defilement (and our recognition) of IT---Defilement which is (again) the RESULT of embracing 

the FALSE GOSPEL of the FT’s. 

DUE to that…OUR APPROACH…our MEANS of reaching out and attempting to SALVAGING this individual 

and their JUST standing BEFORE GOD---has NOW come to the POINT of ACKNOWLEDGING that they 

have NOW LOST such standing… 



The garment REPRESENTING their BAPTISM---representing  THEIR CLEAN or CONSECRATED---or JUST 

STATE before GOD has been defiled…(and as a result we “hate it”—we stand opposed to it—NO longer 

RECOGNIZING it)…OR (them) as brothers or sisters in CHRIST anymore… 

IOW:  This is the point of formal DISCIPLINE and separation… 

Biblical support for what I just said regarding this word “garment” as pointing to their baptism or 

cleansing/consecration or justification before GOD: (Exo 19:10,14; Rev 3:4, 5, 18, 4:4) 

THIS (then) is HOW we attempt to salvage (or “save” them) as JUDE states… 

WE do it “with fear” (realizing they are NOW in a very VERY BAD place)---and we let them know THAT 

(as a means of reaching out to them) by acknowledging THAT their JUSTIFICATION has been lost… 

BY “hating”—i.e. standing against the “garment” which has been “defiled by the flesh”—i.e. that THEIR 

BAPTSIM (and the cleansing and right standing with GOD and membership in the church NO longer 

stands). 

WHICH means that DISCIPLINE in the CHURCH truly is ABOUT attempting to SAVE people RATHER than 

destroying them –it is an act of “mercy”—JUST as JUDE calls it (here) in our verses—rather than an act of 

mean-ness (which is how some people think about it—they see it as a negative versus a positive)…(1Co 

11:32—this is how Paul saw discipline).  

In REALITY (then), church discipline is JUST recognizing that a person is in the THIRD (and most 

dangerous) LEVEL of the SPIRITUAL TRIAGE system—and taking the appropriate –prescribed STEPS to 

save them (which is) DISCIPLINING them!---recognizing and declaring to them THAT they have LOST 

what should BE most valuable to them—their JUST/RIGHT standing before GOD—in the hopes that they 

will BE SCHOCKED back into REPENTANCE and regaining it! 

THAT (again) is what I believe that JUDE is speaking about in this third and final statement o VERSE 23 

AND THIS (once more) is WHAT else is required of US (in the spiritual battlefield) as we contend for (and 

fight earnestly for) the Christian FAITH—that we save…salvage and RESCUE those who are being taken 

by the message of the FT’s—those who are in danger of losing their JUST/RIGHT standing with GOD 

through the EMBRACING of the FT’s most lethal weapon—the FALSE GOSPEL message of ANTI-

LORDSHIP.  



(Which brings me to our final requirement) and instruction from JUDE in these verses on Every Member 

Warfare…  

4.  “Every Member Warfare” requires complete trust in Christ as our Protector in battle. 

Look at HOW JUDE closes out this SHORT—yet supercharged BOOK… 

(24-25) 

“Now to Him who is able to keep you from stumbling and to present you blameless” = Those are words 

which communicate and express almost exactly the SAME thing as was mentioned in VERSE 21 where 

we are commanded to KEEP ourselves in the love of GOD…(since it is –as we have already discussed—a 

life characterized by faithfulness—i.e. not stumbling but being blameless---which literally means 

“practicing righteousness”---which keeps us in such love)… 

IOW:  not stumbling and being blameless is just another way of saying we REMAIN in the love of GOD. 

The only REAL difference (then) between what we find in verse 21 and what we find HERE is WHO is 

NOW doing the keeping… 

(Here) it is not us who are given that responsibility BUT “the only God, our Savior, Jesus Christ Our Lord.” 

WHICH MEANS this:  THIS is who we are to TRUST will preserve US and protect US as we HEAD into the 

BATTLE---and carry OUT HIS orders to CONTEND and FIGHT for the FAITH…. 

As WE work HARD to identify the enemy, maintain our justification AND to REACH those WO are in 

danger of LOSING their own… 

As we play both faithful soldier and field medic FOR HIM—the PROMISE (the guarantee) IS—that HE will 

KEEP US protected…He will keep us from stumbling…He will KEEP us blameless…AND WE (again) NEED 

to TRUST HIM for that… 

WE NEED to TRUST HIM and PRAISE HIM (which is what these final verses ARE—they are praise from 

JUDE)—because HE KNOWS that JESUS will protect ALL HIS FAITHFUL SOLDIERS…(“to him…be glory, 

majesty, dominion and authority before all time and now and forever!”). 



(Beloved) we DO ENTER this battle alone or without backup…INSTEAD we enter it with HIM WHO has 

been given the highest position of GLORY and MAJESTY---the ONE WHO has also HAS conquering 

DOMINION and CONTROLLING authority over ALL—including THE ENEMY)… 

We ENTER with KING JESUS –the COMMANDER of the host of HEAVEN---which means WE (have 

something than the super soldiers of the Apostles)…Which means (also) WE WILL NOT lose…we cannot 

fail…BUT what it LASTLY means IS DOING OUR PART in identifying, maintaining and salvaging… 

It means BEING FAITHFUL to contend and fight earnestly in the ways that HE has prescribed….to 

FOLLOWS our COMMANDER’S orders…AND TO TRUST (that as we do that) we have nothing—or no-one 

to FEAR… 

(You see Beloved) the promise to PROTECT—and the commitment to TRUST in Christ’s protection over 

us (which is what JUDE is doing when he says, “Now to him…”—he is calling us to a commitment of 

TRUST)---both of those THINGS are completely conditional and contingent ON US (first) committing 

ourselves to FULL obedience and faithfulness to what has already been GIVEN (which BTW is always how 

these promises of PROTECTION in the NT come—they are conditional in this way: ex. 1Th 5:22-23; Col 

1:22-23; Phi 2:12-15—all make God’s preservation and protection of us conditioned upon our 

commitment to faithful obedience). 

And with THAT I will CLOSE our TIME…FIGHT the BATTLE (Beloved)… 

FIGHT knowing BOTH the importance of what we are fighting FOR---and THAT we have exactly what we 

need to be victorious…FIGHT and be faithful…FIGHT and TRUST…And may our Commander and King be 

glorified as we gain His rightful place of dominion and authority in this earth THROUGH it. 

PRAY  

 


